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Non-necessary Non-necessary. Buy these tools. Five days later, we tore one down. Some are
calling the Nexus 7 a 'Kindle Fire killer,' but can it stack up to the Fire's impressive 8 out of 10
repairability score? We just had to find out. Want to be kept in the loop with the latest
teardowns? Follow us on Twitter! Want to natively view our repair manuals on your Android
device? Download the iFixit app now! This teardown is not a repair guide. To repair your Nexus
7, use our service manual. The Nexus 7 is the latest challenger in the ever-expanding 7-inch
tablet arena. Let's see what the folks at Google and Asus packed into this little package. The
only ports on the exterior of the Nexus 7 lie on its lower edge. Sorry port junkies, micro USB
and 3. When we first heard about the Nexus 7, we assumed it was the secret Pentagon program
: "A controversial intelligence programâ€¦known as Nexus 7, previously undisclosed as a
war-zone surveillance effort, it ties together everything from spy radars to fruit prices Alas, this
Nexus 7 is from the other intelligence agency : Google. And what's that? It's running an iFixit
app? That's right folks; as of today, you can natively view our repair manuals on your Android
device. Download now! Plastic opening tools make cracking the Nexus shell like cutting
through butter , thanks to its retaining clips around the perimeter of the device. That's the
difference in thickness between the 9. That's the difference between being able to open a device
and service all of its internals, and not. That's the negligible difference between extending the
life of your device through repair, as opposed to tossing it in a landfill. And most of all, nobody
will complain about that one millimeter difference in day-to-day use, but the user-serviceability
it brings will make all the difference when the device breaks. Though the back cover's dark and
light layers remind us of something a Stormtrooper would have in his arsenal, we're more
interested in the cryptic markings we found:. We're purely speculating here, but we think these
are antennas that were made somewhere between late April and late May. The front case
assembly has exactly what we always expect inside a tablet: a big battery. The Nexus 7 has a
mAh, 16 Wh battery that can last hours. The Kindle Fire, by comparison, has a mAh, Go figure.
For further comparison, this time falls right in between the batteries found in the iPad models,
which have hours for HSPA and hours for LTE. Except that the iPad 3 units are slightly larger at
Unlike the iPad batteries, this battery was actually quite easy to remove; there was only a small
amount of adhesive around the metal frame. Our trusty spudger makes quick work of the
copper film found beneath the battery. This could be a heat sink since it seems to be made of a
copper alloy, possibly copper-tungsten, or copper-molybdenum. However, it is more likely that
it's just an EMI shield. Engadget remarks that the Nexus 7 doesn't get "disconcertingly hot,"
rather "just a little toasty". Next, we used our driver to remove the Phillips screws holding the
speaker assembly in place. Full disclosure: we don't just make awesome teardownsâ€” we sell
parts. And tools! Lots and lots of tools. Like this handy-dandy electronics tool kit that we use to
take apart the newest gadgets. We assembled the most-used iFixit tools and put them all in one
kit for your convenience. We need your support to continue building the free repair manual for
everything in the world. The Nexus 7's speakers might not be quite the caliber of the Q , but
there is already talk of speaker docks to come. Although the official Nexus page says there's a
speaker in the back, we clearly see a pair of drivers. The L-shaped motherboard is littered with
connectors and screws, but nothing too difficult for our Pro Tech Toolkit. We are guessing that
this number is not the date code on expired milk, but rather a part manufacture date. It reads 12

05 04, indicating a May 4, This isn't the "in case of emergency" kind of seal to break, but we
broke it anyway to get the motherboard out. Much like the Kindle Fire , the Nexus 7 contains no
rear-facing camera. It does, however, contain a front-facing one for video chatting. Is the
absence of a rear-facing camera that big of a deal for a tablet? That depends. Do you want to
look silly taking pictures with it? We are eager to get to that motherboard, but it seems we have
another goodie to pull off it first. One of the new features in Jelly Bean is improved voice
recognition. Is it as good as Siri? Will it remind you to put the gazpacho on ice? We would tell
you the answers to these questions, but the microphone probably doesn't do us much good in
its current state. By the way: we also make software for teaching people to do things. Dozuki
makes it easy to create vibrant how-to manuals. Standardized work instructions : improve
quality by documenting how to get things done, one step at a time. Building product support
sites : make your customers love you by teaching them how to do amazing things. Training and
e-learning software : we've used Dozuki to teach over ten million people to repair electronics.
Max A inverting switching regulator. Invensense MPU gyro and accelerometer. The frame comes
off with the turn of a screwdriver , revealing another copper alloy shielding the LCD. We are
approaching the display assembly. Nexus 7, lower your copper shields! We have one final cable
to remove before we can hopefully? As is becoming a trend, the LCD is fused to the Corning
glass. We have not heard if this glass is Gorilla Glass or Gorilla Glass 2, and we have broken far
too many displays recently to dig any further. Sadly, this fusion makes the cost of repairing
shattered glass much higher, as it will require replacing the whole display assemblyâ€”LCD
included. Nexus 7 Repairability Score: 7 out of 10 10 is easiest to repair. The rear case is very
easy to open, and requires minimal prying effort with a plastic opening tool to remove. All
fasteners inside are Phillips 00 screwsâ€”no security or proprietary screws here. Copper alloy
sheets provide convenient shielding, but they could tear during disassembly. Badges: Excellent
write-up! You created a little bit of a buzz with your comment in step 2 that the Nexus 7 includes
a usb to hdmi adapter. Could you possibly confirm that this cable is, in fact, included and
functions? Every other write-up about the Nexus 7 makes no mention of this cable and actually
states that there is no MHL capability. Can you definitely confirm the HDMI cable issue - its the
1st time I have een it mentioned in any write up of the Nexus 7. Directly comparing thicknesses
between this and the iPad and attributing it to the retaining system alone is probably one of the
silliest things I've read on iFixit. Maybe the result wouldn't help with your agenda so much, but
surely an honest analysis would to consider the extra battery iPad's battery being over 2. Please
figure it out correctly and rewrite Step 4. As it stands it's about as honest as a politician, which I
hope is not where you guys are going with this. Silly perhaps in style Apple often dismisses the
lack of serviceability by claiming that certain assembly methods are necessary to provide the
thinnest and lightest package at an feasible cost. I read this section as a challenge to Apple to
do better. But I suspect the truth about why Apple does packaging the way the do is as follows:
1. Make it harder for users and competitors to see what's really inside, 2. Make it harder and
more expensive to repair the devices, which leads to reason 3. Maximize profits- A very small
part of which is reducing manufacturing costs, the major capitalization of this approach comes
from encouraging users to upgrade every few years and skip all that DIY fixit stuff. Non-user
replaceable batteries are a sure fire way to guarantee the finite lifecycle of any given device.
Easily the most pathetic and biased tear down I've seen on iFixit. Can't we leave the fanboy
wars at all the other sites? Fix Your Stuff. Nexus 7 Teardown. Tools Featured in this Teardown
Buy these tools. Video Overview. Step 1 Nexus 7 Teardown. Add a comment. Add Comment
Cancel. Step 2. Step 3. Step 4. One comment. Step 5. Step 6. Step 7. Tool used on this step:.
Step 8. Step 9. Step Author with 17 other contributors. Thank in advance. Load more comments.
Single Step Full Guide. Small - px Medium - px Large - px. View Statistics:. Quick Links. See
also: Manual. Guidebook Page 2 System updates. All information in this guidebook is subject to
change without notice. For online help and support, visit support. To download a printable PdF
version of this ebook, open the Nexus 7 support page and scroll to the bottom. Page 5 6.
Settings 7. Page 7 4. Remove the tray and place the micro siM card inside it, with the angled
corner fitting snugly into the angled corner of the tray. Page 8 Google Play store to manage
your data. Contact your own mobile service provider for additional details. Page 9: Charge The
Battery The battery may not be fully charged at first. Page Set Up Your Tablet Set up your tablet
To turn on your Nexus 7, press the Power button on the right edge near the top for a few
seconds, then release it. Home opens Home. To open Goo- gle Now, swipe up. Page 12
Microphone icon to speak them. Many screens in apps and settings include a Menu icon. Touch
it to explore additional options, often including a Help item that provides more information
about that screen. Page 14 To bump another icon out of the way, slide slowly into it. Lift your
finger. The icon drops into its new position. To create a folder, slide one icon quickly over
another. To rename a folder, touch its name. Page Type Text By Speaking To improve

processing of your voice input, Google may record a few seconds of ambient background noise
in temporary memory at any time. This recording remains on the device only fleetingly and is
not sent to Google. Page Explore Your Tablet No digging required. To dis- miss all notifications,
touch the Dismiss icon at the top right of the notification shade. Page Quick Settings Quick
settings to easily access Wi-Fi settings, manage dis- play brightness, open the main settings
menu, and more. Recommends apps that you can add to your Home screen. Touch the
recommendation to learn more about it. Page 23 Android mobile devices. Android apps are one
ex- ception â€” they run only on Android devices. You can get to your content using any of the
Google Play icons in your Favorites tray, including books, Magazines, Movies, and Music.
Touch the Plus icon. A list of widgets appears. Apps that support lock screen wid- gets can add
their own widgets to this list. Page Try Face Unlock Face unlock is one of the options available.
Although Face unlock is not very secure, it can be convenient and fun to use. Nexus 7
Guidebook Page Change The Wallpaper 3. To set a wallpaper, touch Set wallpaper or, for
Gallery images, drag the blue dots to determine the cropping, and touch OK. However, games
and other apps must be designed to support any special features of an input device, such as
dedicated buttons or other controls, to take full advantage of them. Page Basic Editing. Touch
shift key again to return to lowercase. Page Try Gesture Typing To select one of the other words
in the suggestion strip, touch it. Page Use Keyboard Dictionaries You can add your own words
to your personal dictionary so that your tablet remembers them. To add a word or phrase,
including an optional shortcut, touch Personal Dictionary, then the Add icon. Page 36 1. Touch
the settings icon next to Android keyboard. Touch Add-on dictionaries. Touch the dictionary
you want, then Install. Page Start Gmail To organize your email, check the box beside a
message to select it. Then use the icons and menu along the top of the screen to manage the
selected messages. Page Find People View recent activity. When viewing a contact, swipe to the
right to see recent updates. Touch an event to view its details. To turn one on or off, slide the
switch. You can also add a label to an alarm and change the ringtone. Page 43 When your tablet
is connected to a computer, look in the down- load directory to view files available in the
Downloads app. You can view and copy files from this directory. To learn more, visit support.
To manage this setting, go to Location access. Page 47 The version number appears under
Google Search at the top left. This chapter describes Google Now version 2. Page Use Google
Now 3. Edit card settings To learn why a card appears when it does, or to adjust your preferences for that card type, touch the info icon. Page 50 2. To the Home screen: Touch the All Apps
icon and swipe left until you find the widget. Page 52 2. Page 53 1. Visit Location History. New
cards are added all the time. For a complete list of cards available with the most recent Google
Now release, go to Google Now card list. Page 60 Events nearby shown before your favorite
artists give concerts near you, or before other popular events are scheduled near you. Page 62
Links on each card bring you to more detailed tracking information. Gmail: restaurants shown
before a restaurant reservation confirmed by Gmail. Next appointment shown before scheduled
meetings. Page 64 Places shows nearby businesses and other places of potential interest. Page
65 Gives public advisories for your location from the National Weather service, u. Geological
survey, and similar services. Page 66 Sports shown for teams that interest you before, during,
or after a game. Page 71 Tablet search. Control which apps on your tablet are included in
Google searches. Page Settings Device. Nexus 7 b. Micro usb cable C. Page Nexus 7 Hardware
LTe model. Nexus 7 hardware Front 3. Page Specs Wi-Fi Models 4. Page 79 Android 4. For more
information, visit Page 81 mAh up to 9 hours of active use Wireless charging built-in Qi
compatible Android 4. This product has been designed to enable proper reuse of parts and
recycling. The sym- bol of the crossed out wheeled bin indicates that the product electrical,
electronic equip- ment and mercury-containing button cell bat- tery should not be placed in
municipal waste. Print page 1 Print document 82 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have
an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Another article on
this site covers maintenance issues that apply to 4-, 7-, 8- and speed Shimano Nexus and Alfine
hubs:. Read those articles along with this one. For more-detailed advice on installation of
sprockets and setting the gear range, see the section on sprockets in the main article on
internal-gear hubs. Ratio 0. It's a bit technical but if that's what you want, there you go. Thanks,
Wouter! The table links to current Shimano documents, but also to documents generated
outside Shimano, or which Shimano no longer offers. General information on installation and
adjustment of newer Shimano Nexus 7-speed hubs is in the Dealer's Manual. Shimano 7-speed
hubs have a overlocknut spacing from to mm, as sold; -- see Shimano's overlocknut spacing
chart. Overlocknut spacing can be reduced somewhat by using a different locknut and omitting
the Rollerbrake, as described on the Rollerbrake page. SG-7 series hubs went through several
minor design changes, resulting in new model numbers and parts incompatibilities. The newer
Cseries hubs are significantly different from earlier ones, with pawls on the axle rather than the

insides of the sun gears. Rebuilding instructions from Shimano in English are available only for
one coaster-brake model and one freewheeling model , though others are similar. Reader Alesu
has kindly provided translations from German of technical documents about DG-7 series hubs
including rebuilding isntructions for a couple of additional ones. Links in the list below will take
you to these documents. Did you go too far when tearing down a hub? This site also includes
information from reader Keith Lang on how to rebuild the axle unit of the 7-speed hub.
Replacement parts availability is a concern, and so you may have to substitute an internal
assembly from a different model. The internal mechanism of these hubs is complicated, and the
usual repair is to replace it in its entirety. It can usually be replaced with a newer version as long
as the hub is of the same basic type with or without coaster brake and in the same series. The
right-hand hub bearing cup of these hubs is vulnerable water contamination. Better lubrication
is recommended to forestall this problem and to make cleaning and rebuilding easier. Most
parts lists include some compatibility information, and many are formatted similarly so that you
can compare them visually like an astronomer looking at two sky photos in a "blink
comparison" when searching for an exploding star or an asteroid. In some cases, it is possible
to convert an existing bicycle to use a Nexus hub. I have a very nice 's Raleigh Competition
racing frame which I have converted into a Nexus 7-speed. Sheldon Brown's Nexus Raleigh
Competition. My Peugeot "PX-7" has time-trial style " cowhorn " bars, which are a lot like the
bottom part of drop bars. The usual orientation for the RapidFire shifter is on the right, hanging
below straight bars, where it may easily be operated by the right thumb. The cable runs inward
parallel to the bar. On my Peugeot, I have it on the left side, clamped to the bar just below the
brake lever, where it it very convenient to be operated by my left thumb. The cable runs
downward, making a neat run toward the down tube of the frame. This works quite well for me. I
have a separate page about this bike, with pictures. Accessories Bicycles Parts Specials Tools.
The Shimano Nexus 7-Speed Hub. Nexus is a family of parts, of which the Nexus Inter 7 seven
speed hub is one. My initial impression on actually using one was extremely favorable. I
particularly like the RapidFire control unit, which is very easy to use and has a very light touch. I
also am pleased at how well-protected the linkage to the hub is. This hub uses a rotating ring
operated by the cable, inboard of the chainstay. There are no delicate parts protruding out past
the frame, as with other internal-gear hubs. I find the range of gears quite pleasant to use, and
the efficiency of the hub doesn't appear to be any worse than the Sturmey-Archer FM
four-speed unit it replaced. Shimano tech documents in many languages. Tweet Follow
sheldonbrowncom. Find documentation with this search. Find documentation with this search
Installation instructions, older document. Find documentation with this search Parts list,
exploded drawing on alternate site Installation instructions Rebuilding instructions. Parts list,
exploded drawing. Parts list, exploded drawing Axle assembly rebuilding instructions in
German English translation Interchangeability. Parts list, exploded drawing Axle assembly
rebuilding instructions in German English translation Functional description see p. Parts list,
exploded drawing Functional description see p. Find documentation with this
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search Parts list, exploded drawing on alternate site Installation instructions Installation
instructions on alternate site. Parts list, exploded drawing same, on alternate site Installation
instructions same, on alternate site. Find documentation with this search Installation
instructions. Find documentation with this search Wouter Pasman's rebuilding instructions
Rebuilding instructions, Shimano site. Find documentation with this search Wouter Pasman's
rebuilding instructions. Parts list, exploded drawing Parts list, exploded drawing may be older
Interchangeability SG-7R40, Parts list, exploded drawing Manual, in German with functional
description, power transmission and rebuilding instructions Same, another source Shifting unit,
power transmission Troubleshooting Interchangeability SG-7R40, Parts list, exploded drawing
Manual, in German with functional description, power transmission and rebuilding instructions
Same, another source Shifting unit, power transmission Troubleshooting.

